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Artists miss aesthetic bliss:
but hope springs eternal
mediately. This decision has
Undermanned and Outgunned
There are deep and pressing put the painting students in
problems within the art depart something of a quandry, one
ment. Chief among them is that which the department has faced
it is fundamentally understaff for over ten years, and which
has been met with a vague and
ed.
As one painting student, nearsighted attitude on the
generally satisfied with the part of the administration.
Last October the decision to
department puts it, “The pro
blem exists not in the quality of tear down the Annex was simp
the staff, but in the immense ly announced to the community
work load each professor has to and presented as a fait ac
carry.” Both permanent studio compli to the students. A broad
art professors must teach all based group, concerned with
the core courses in the major the state of the arts at
themselves and whatever ad Lawrence, quickly mobilized a
vanced courses or tutorials protest, and the decision was to
they can offer. This situation be postponed and reviewed.
However, many signs in
“ severely
lim its
the
curriculum” and is compound dicate that there is no question
ed by the lack of permanent as to the imminent destruction
sculpture, photography, or of the building. Heating is shut
off at night, when many
design instruction.
The nature of art instruction students are at work there, and
demands diversity and room for hot water is often unavailable,
experiment and growth. Some making cleaning up extremely
students feel the small size of difficult, if not impossible. “ It
the studio art staff contributes is obvious they don’t care about
to a narrower experience. “ I the building," says one student.
need a lot of criticism from “These things just speed up the
many sources,” says one. In process of deterioration.”
The main problem raised by
deed, there is a general feeling
that a more vital, critical at the near-certain demolition of
titude needs to be fostered to the Art Annex is where to
house painting classes and
improve instruction.
The staff problems in studio studios on campus. Last Oc
art are even more pronounced tober, the basement of Colman
in the art history department. Hall was suggested as a
A non-art major who has taken possibility, but art students
art history courses says, “ I quickly rejected it, pointing out
think she (Carol Lawton, art that the southern exposure and
history instructor) is great; but lack of ventilation would make
how can you expect one person painting all but unbearable
to teach all of history? Is that there. One of the respon
fair?” Neither American art, sibilities of an ad hoc commit
Far Eastern art, or African art tee, secured at the time of the
are offered by the department, controversy, was to investigate
and evem concentration within alternative sites for painting
the Western tradition can be classrooms and studios.
Oh, Mother, Our Motherwell’s
difficult.
In addition, the facilities Not Well
Beyond the immediate con
available to Ms. Lawton are in
desperate need of repair. The cerns of understaffing and in
departm ent’s collection of adequate facilities, the art
slides has been without a department at Lawrence faces a
curator or librarian for years, historic obligation which is not
and the collection was in disar at present being met. The
ray as a result until very recent university’s collection of prints
ly when some improvements and p a in tin g s , recently
were made. The slides estimated to be worth over a
themselves are, however, in million dollars, is in need of a
disastrous condition. When a permanent home, restoration,
room for their storage was con conservation, and a thorough
structed costs were reduced by inventory.
The collection includes
not providing it with humidity
control. As a result, most of the numerous prints by, among
slides have been destroyed, fad others, Matisse, Le Corbusier,
ed, and blanched into Roualt, an important painting
monochromatic pink. This in Robert Motherwell’s career,
situation makes treatment of a Bonnard poster, and a Dufy
the works and monuments oil painting. Nearly all of the
studied extremely difficult and, prints are stored in drawers in
Worcester Art Center, and are
at times, perhaps even unfair.
not preserved in a climate con
Life Without the Annex
The demolition of the Art An trolled atmosphere. They are in
nex tentively scheduled for this good condition at present, but
summer, will also severely limit may not be for long if condi
the department. The Annex tions do not improve.
houses all the painting classes
It is the paintings and
and tutorials, and provides posters, however, which are in
upper-level painting students real need of repair. Some pain
with private studios. The tings are warped, others need to
strong and varied natural be framed. The Motherwell
lighting, the number and diver painting, which in part marked
sity of studios, and the special a turning point in his career,
ambience that the building pro has slipped out of its matting
vides are prized by students and is stained. The Bonnard
who work there. “ I t ’s an in poster is disastrously wrinkled
credible opportunity,” says and is progressively fading.
Restoration is a difficult and
one. “ If it goes I go.”
Though demolition of the Art expensive proposition, yet one
Annex has been planned for which must be acted upon if the
over a decade, the current collection is to be properly
economic climate and the cared for and maintained.
university’s policy of retrench
To the Rescue
m ent dem and th a t the
This complex of problems has
dilapidated, energy inefficient
the
c a ta ly st
for
building be torn down im been

dissatisfactio n and even
despair on the part of art
students, and there is a general
perception that the department
is not stable. Indeed, reports
have reached Thrall that some
counselors have steered
freshmen away from classes in
the department, claiming it was
to fold in a couple of years.
But these rumors, and the at
titudes which fueled them, are
false and unfounded. The pro
blems the department has, from
searching for new painting
classrooms and studios to
restoring and maintaining the
collection to involving the arts
more directly in the community
are constantly examined by the
department and the administra
tion, and solutions, though ten
tative and long-term, are con
stantly proposed.
In the midst of their difficult
situation, the general mood of
the faculty, most art students,
and the administration, is op
timistic and determined. Ar
tists are proud of their work,
faculty committed to deman
ding and careful individual in
struction, and the administra
tion, while aware of the depart
ment’s shortcomings, feels that
what Lawrence does offer in the
arts is carefully thought out
and effectively presented.
The major reason for the staf-

fing problem in the department
is the general retrenchment
which has taken place
throughout nearly all depart
ments at Lawrence. Economics
and demographics have forced
the art department to offer
fewer courses and less exten
sive instruction yet Thrall and
Michael Hittle, Dean of the
Faculty, have been able to off
set the losses in a number of
ways.
Perhaps the most innovative
solution has been the develop
ment of a visiting program,
which will expand the scope of
the department’s offerings. For
example, next term, Timmothy
Dowling will teach introductory
and advanced photography.
“People are excited,” says one
art major. “ He’s supposed to be
very good.”
In addition, the department
is working to develop new
courses. According to Lawton,
one possibility is a course in the
history of printing, which she
would “ team teach’’ with
Thrall. The course would cover
both the history and practice of
printing, and would be open to
majors and non-majors alike.
The combination of talents in
the department could provide
an exciting array of similar
courses.
The problems that the depart-

ment faces because of the im
pending loss of the Annex are
also being addressed. One
possibility is the eventual ex
pansion and renovation of the
Worcester Art Center to in
clude all art classes and studios.
The ultimate goal seems to be
housing the entire department
in one building. If funds could
be located, Worcester, an inade
quate structure to begin with,
could be replaced by a modern
facility. Other options, more im
mediate alternatives for pain
ting classes and studios are be
ing explored. The university
still owns a number of small
houses around the campus, and
it is possible that one of these
would be available to the art
department. Perhaps least
desirable is the possibility that
painting classes would simply
be moved into the existing art
center, with minor renovations.
But the fundamental causes
of the department’s troubles lie
far deeper than funding and
facilities. “The real problem,”
says Thrall “is cultural." For
the arts to thrive at Lawrence,
the increasingly hostile climate
in America to the arts must be
overcome. Both the administra
tion and the art faculty express
a strong, optimistic view that
the arts at Lawrence should
and can be “trumpeted.”

Convo review

O’Neill: Future schlock
by Dave Arnosti
What is more scintillating
than a colliding-beam storage
ring? More high-tech than the
space shuttle? I t ’s Gerard
O ’Neill’s view of life in 2081, a
whiz-bang
te c h n o fre a k ’s
toyshop of titanium tinsel
whirling through space, “the
high frontier.”
Professor O ’N e ill’s i l 
lustrated talk last Tuesday
presented a picture of life a hun
dred years hence transformed
by five technological “drivers
of change”, as he termed them:
computers, communications,
energy, automation, and space
colonization. (What about
developments in bioengineer
ing?) Technically, his predic
tions seem plausible, even con
servative. Economically, there
are many questions yet to
answer. Social and human con
sideration, however, are glossed
over completely.
O ’Neill foresees the advent of
automated factories so produc
tive that “manufactured goods
will become extremely cheap”,
and the three-day work week
will become commonplace.
Inter-city transport will be by
satellite-controlled private
plane or on magnetic “floaters”
whisking through evacuated
undergound tunnels. Enormous
cylindrical space colonies equip
ped with all the amenities of
earth, such as lakes, trees,
villages, and even swimming
pools, will be home for
thousands of space pioneers.
Lunar minerals will be mined
and launched into earth orbit
by mass-drivers to provide the
material for enormous solar
satellites. The gigawatts of
microwave energy these orbitting collectors will beam to
earth will obviate the need for
nuclear and fossil-fuel based
power generation.
Some may question the
feasibility of his schemes.

Wasn’t it only decades back
that nuclear power was going to
provide electrical energy too
cheap to meter? Where is the
Green Revolution now? At the
World’s Fairs, the “City of
1970” always had Dad flying to
work in his personal helicopter.
What is surprising is Pro
fessor O ’Neill’s prediction of
societal stasis. His vision of life
in 2081 is pretty much the life
of 1981 with a lot of new
gadgetry thrown in. Ixx>king
back over the last few thousand
years, he finds that there “real
ly aren't any new ideas in
politics” and he does not expect
that situation to change. That
is unfortunate. Life-as-usual for
Western civilization has involv
ed growing resource consump
tion and frequent conflict. With
increased powers at our com
mand, we might do an even bet
ter job of wiping out our
species.
O ’Neill proposes that space
has enough resources to satisfy
all demands, and reduce poten
tial for conflict. Space may hold
an abundance of resources, but
they will doubtless take in
genuity and considerable ex
pense to recover. Disputes over
lunar mineral rights may make
the recent squabbles at the Law
of the Sea Conference look like a
game of hopscotch.
Professor O ’Neill's hypo
thesis, that man’s aggre
ssive tendencies can be curb
ed by sating material needs, ig
nores historical experience. The
colonization of the New World
certainly- did not ea.se tensions
among the Europeans; it inten
sified the conflict if anything,
despite the seemingly inex
haustible resources available
for exploitation.
Professor O ’Neill throws a
sop to the “small is beautiful”
movement with his proposal
that colonization and develop
ment of space will be ac

complished by independent en
trepreneurs who will be above
petty national rivalries. The
“ Boston Tea Party Era in
Space Colonies” as he put it, is
farfetched.
It will be governments, not
private entrepreneurs who will
develop space facilities. The
projects that O'Neill describes,
such as lunar mining opera
tions, solar power satellites,
and space colonies are multi
billion dollar ventures using
undeveloped technology in a
high-risk environment. Our
private sector economy may
give us the national resources
to launch moon shots or the
space shuttle, but private
capital itself has shown an
understandable reluctance to
invest in such far-out schemes.
The bulk of the planned space
shuttle flights for example, are
reserved for governm ent
cargoes, primarily for military
applications. On a smaller scale,
the advanced railway engineer
ing taking place in Japan and
Germany that O ’Neill praised,
is being undertaken by governmentally owned, not private,
companies.
We like to dream about
technological wizardry of the
future. The assum ptions
underlying his talk were distur
bing, though. He essentially
proposes that the social pro
blems our civilization faces are
insoluble, and that the only way
to maintain our lifestyle is to
reach for the stars—and devour
them .
'The
d izzy in g
technological
progress
humankind has achieved is
counterbalanced by growing
problems of pollution, resource
exhaustion, warfare, and
human suffering. Our problems
will likely be carried with us in
to space, and perhaps
magnified. Only if we try to
solve them, not out-engineer
them, will we have a future in
“the high frontier.”
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F acuity votes in grading system change
by Fred Bartol
In their meeting of February
19 the Lawrence faculty voted
to include pluses and minuses
along with the letter grades on
student transcripts and to
figure those plus and minus
values into student grade-point
averages.
This means that as of
September, 1982, a “plus” af
fixed to a letter grade will add
lA of a point to the numeric
value of the grade, while a
"minus” will subtract a third of
'itti*

equity of the existing system.
Of particular concern, Lauter
sugested was the “B range” of
grades—the fact that both a Band B plus though those two
grades often reflect vastly dif
ferences in the quality of stu
dent’s work, and “the general
feeling was that this was not
fair.” According to J. Michael
Hittle, Dean of the University
Faculty, the Committee an
nounced to the faculty last fall.
That it was contemplating such

it“ '

viewed favored the change, and
most pointed specifically to the
need to distinguish between Band B plus student work. Pro
fessor Anne Schutte of the
History Department said she
was “all for” the change and
welcomes the opportunity “to
make finer distinctions” regar
ding students’ work, rather
than assigning minuses and
pluses “only as messages to the
student.” Professor of French
Gervais Reed pointed out that
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a point. Whereas, for example,
under the current system a B-, a
B plus and a B all receive a
numeric value of 3 in the deter
mination of the grade-point
average, a B will now equal 3, a
B- 2Vj and a B plus 3 */3. No A
pluses, F pluses or F minuses
will be awarded.
This change has apparently
been in the works for some
time. Dean of Academic Affairs
Charles Lauter, who chairs the
Committee on Administration
which first reproduced a pro
posed grade system change at
the February 19th meeting,
said that as early as last spring
faculty members had approach
ed him with concerns about the

v

changes and a straw vote taken
at the time suggested that the
faculty were willing at least to
consider proposals.
On February 19 the Commit
tee sumitted its recommenda
tion, which provided only for
the addition of the grades A/B
and B/C, with 3.5 and 2.5 grade
points respectively, to the cur
rent system. This was changed
immediately to the plus/minus
system that eventually passed,
apparently by a substantial
margin.
The response of individual
faculty members to the change
has been much along the lines
suggested by Deans Hitle and
Lauter. Most of those inter-

the new system will make the
G.P.A. reflect what professors
are doing already. They give
pluses and minuses all the
time.” Like Professor Schutte,
Reed welcomes the change, sug
gesting that under the current
system he has tended to give
A ’s when B pluses might have
been more appropriate in order
to distinguish the better B
range students from the Bstudents who receive the same
“B ” on their transcript. “There
are going to be more B pluses
than there have been” Reed
said, and the changes will pro
bably lower the overall G.P.A.,
but then that isn’t ncessarily a
bad thing.”

Others were less positive,
though not necessarily opposed
to the change. Professor
Maravolo of the Biology depart
ment played down the effect,
saying it was “not going to in
fluence how I g ra d e .”
Mathematics Professor Bruce
Porcieau felt “the change was
not that important” and that
“it really doesn’t matter what
system we use.” He did have
some reservation about the
ability of pofessors to make fine
distinctions among students’
work. “I don’t think we can
measure a student’s ability or
performance in a course that ac
curately.” But he also observed
that under the new system
those who feel comfortable with
such distinctions can make
them, and those who are not
need not do so.
The student response has
been difficult to gauge at this
point, as many are only now
learning of the change. One stu
dent who has studied elsewhere
under a system similar to the
new one favors the switch,
citing less worry over the effect
of a B plus versus that of a Aon one’s rade point. Another
asserted at first that it “would
make an already tense situation
even more competive,” but
then suggested that it may
“make the grading system
more defined.”
When some feel the new
system may bring down the
overall G.P.A., most teachers

and administrators hasten to
add that the actual effect is
almost impossible to predict.,
Dean Lauter said that the Com
mittee on Administration’s
statistics suggested that, given
the current distribution of
pluses and minuses among the
grades submitted by Lawrence
professors, the effect on the
overall G.P.A. will be negligi
ble. But he stressed that
whether or not the current
distribution will remain the
same is an open question.
Perhaps the most immediate
and dramatic problems will oc
cur in the registrar’s office.
Registrar Donald Rosenthal
pointed out that the introduc
tion of a ‘/a grade point value
will complicate a system
already complex because of hte
S term scheduling. As it stand
now, Rosenthal said, “ the
Lawrence system is quite uniquye” and "the new system in
troduces s ta tis tic a l and
numerical problems “that will
make it” confusing for a school
unfamiliar with our credit
system to interpret transcripts.
“Students will have a hard time
ca lc u la tin g
their
own
averages,” Rosenthal asserted,
“and it will be more com
plicated to calculate those
averages when a student feels
an error has been made on his
transcript. The computing pro
cess for student records will
also have to be reprogrammed,
Rosenthal added.
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by Jeff Wisser

“It is a tale...full of sound and
fury, signifying nothing. ”
Shakespeare, Macbeth. VVI
There is an abundance of
sound and fury in Francis Ford
Coppola’s new One From The
Heart, but behind all of the
director’s flamboyant sets and
grand camera movements there
is a tale which signifies ab
solutely nothing.
Coppola has once again mor
tgaged everything, including
his Zoetrope Studios, in order
to present the film which, he
claims, will revolutionize the
art of film-making. His endproduct, however, is utterly un
satisfying. While the motion
picture is a virtual paradise of
cinematic sensuality, it is a
dramatic wasteland.
With the aid of production
designer Dan Tavoularis, Cop
pola has created a garrishly sur
real Las Vegas strip; a neon
bathed explosion of sight and
sound which pulsates with
energy from credits to credits.
Cinematographer V ittorio
Storaro (Last Tango in Pari,
Apocalypse Now, Reds) has ac
centuated all of this glittering
glory with a camera which
weightlessly glides in and out
of the film’s time and space.
Backing this pure visual spec
tacle is an appropriately
modest bluesy musical score by
Tom Waits.
But far, far behind the
technical fireworks is a script
which simply fizzles.

What little plot exists here
goes something like this: Hank
(Frederick Forrest) and Frannie
(Terry Garr) split up; Hank
ends up with beautiful circus
high-wire walker Natassia Kinsky; Frannie goes off with a
Latin crooner(Raoul Julia);
Hank and Frannie reunite.
Now, granted, romantic com
edy has never been a particular
ly complex genre. The AstairRogers and Tracy-Hepburn col
laborations were never especial
ly thought-provoking; but these
past films had a wit and charm
that carried them—not so with
One From the Heart, however.
The scenario here, penned by
Coppola and Arnyan Bernstein,
is almost brutally vacuous.
One From the Heart is like a
Chicago Symphony perfor
mance of “Mary Had a Little
Lamb”, all form and no content.
In the past Coppola’s films
have always been masterful
technical achievements. In the
Godfather films, the director
painted the screen with the
richest of oil colors. His, The
Conversation, was a master
piece of precise and economic
film-editing. Apocalypse Now
was a stony, hallucinatory ar
ray of horrific, yet attractive,
sights and sounds. But in all of
these efforts by America’s
premier filmmaker the dazzling
forum was used to advance the
content, to take an already
powerful story line one step fur
ther. In this new film, however,
the story just isn’t there. What
we have instead is technique for
technique’s sake; A cinematic

in-house jest for Coppola's film
maker friends.
It is as if the director wanted
to one-up fellow Hollywood
whizz-kids George Lucas and
Steven Spielberg. Lucas (Star
Wars, et al) and Spielberg

virtually no film plot with
brilliant, awe-inspiring freshness.
While Coppola’s high style is
a boon to his lacking plot, near
ly obscuring the deficiency, it is
a burden to his cast.

In the past,' Francis Ford
Coppola has let it all ride on in
telligent, compelling films, full
of sound and fury. He staked
everything, including his
studio, home, car and reputa
tion on the 36 million dollar
Apocalypse Now. He eventual-

CO PPO LA ’S One From the Heart.
(‘Close Encounters’, Jaws,
Raiders of the Lost Ark) have
made very wealthy names for
themselves by coloring old,
weary film plots with brilliant,
awe-inspiring freshness. Cop
pola, however, has gone too far.
He has deemed it necessary to
attain the top of the commercial
and technical heap by coloring

Forrest, Garr, Kinsky and
Julia are buried by all of their
fearless leader’s pure spectacle.
I t ’s not simply that Coppola’s
characters play such a secon
dary role in the film that we
just don’t pay much attention.
We’re only there for the
fireworks.

ly recouped it all. But based on
the latest box office numbers,
the gamble may not pay off this
time. Thus it may be quite some
time before our most promising
director gets an opportunity to
invest his cinematic sound and
fury in a film which signifies
something.

A l b u m r e v ie w

Van Morrison returns: a Beautiful Vision
by Paul Bergen
“So tell me, what’s new on
Van Morrison's latest album,
Beautiful Vision?” “Oh...not
much." “ Does he sing with the
same old gravelly voice?”
“Yup...same old voice." “Does
he sing the same old corny love
songs?" “Yup..same old saxaphone.” “Does he use the
same old horn arrangements?”
“Yup...same old horns.” “ Is he
still doing the same old R&B
stuff?” “Yup..8ame old R&B
stuff.” “Geez...well, what do
you think of it?” “Why, it’s ex
cellent!”
Along with Neil Young, The
Rolling Stones, and Bruce Spr
ingsteen, Van Morrison re
mains one of the few old-timers
in rock today (in the honourable
“Over-Thirty Club”) who has
maintained a vitality and
freshness to his music over the
years without ever really doing
anything new. Yet each of his
albums seem to reach out and
grab the listener with a
soulfulness not found in many
artists at any stage in their
careers, not to mention those
who have another Van Mor
rison album, but that fact alone
makes it well worth listening to.
Morrison emerged from
Belfast, in 1966 as a hardnosed
R&B singer when he and his
group, Them, scored with their
hit single, “Gloria.” The next
year, with a group called Bang,
he made it big with the hit,
“ Brown Eyed Girl.” Finally,
after the death of Bert Bems,
the owner of Bang, and Mor
rison’s close friend and pro

stance, Morrison sings, “she
ducer, Morrison moved to
Warner Bros, where he record lifts me up/she fills my
ed his first solo LP, Biowin’ cup/when I ’m tired and
Your Mind, in 1968, and where weary/she gives me hope to
carry on.” On “Beautiful Vi
he still records today.
On his own, Morrison seems sion" he sings, “in the darkest
are
s hin ing
to have retained his obvious nig ht/y o u
bright/you are my guiding
R&B influence, but has grown
light/you show me wrong from
to be influenced by soul as well.
And, in fact, it has been the right." And a classic Morrison
soulfulness of his LPs which “corn-image” is depicted in
has made them so unique, for “ Across the Bridge Where
Morrison now seems, as the Angels Dwell" when he sings,
Rolling Stone says, “less like a “ Across the bridge where
dwell,
children
great white R&B singer than angels
like one of the very few rock ar play/beyond the place where
tists who has invented a per time is through, night is
day/close your eyes in fields of
wonder/close your eyes and
dream." Now that’s pretty cor
ny. (But it’s not nearly as bad
as his actually printing the
following lyrics to “Venice
U.S.A." off of Wavelength for
six straight lines: “Dum derra
dum dum diddy diddy dah
dah!”).
Yet, on other songs, Morrison
shows some soulsearching
which cut through any
“residual-corn.” On “Dweller
on the Fhreshhold he sings,
sonal emotional equivalent to “ I ’m a dweller on the
the blues.”
threshold/I’m waiting at the
On his latest LP, Morrison door/I’m standing at the
shows he has not abandoned a darkness/and I don’t want to
bit of the emotion which has wait no more.” And his hit
made him so outstanding. The single from the album, “Clean
album is filled with classic Mor ing
W in d ow s,”
is
an
rison R&B/soul influenced autobiographical song touching
tunes reminiscent of some of his on the core of Morrison's
best earlier works. The lyrics musical and intellectual roots.
range from classic Morrison After sketching a city street“corn" at times to touching corner scene reminiscent of
poetics at others. On “ Northern something out of Bruce Spr
Muse (Solid Ground)”, for in ingsteen, Morrison sings, “ I

heard Leadbelly and Blind
Lemon on the streetcorner
where I was born/Sonny Terry,
Brian McGee and Muddy
Waters singin' like a rollin'
stone/I went home and read
...book on Zen/Curiosity Killed
the Cat, Kerouac's Dharma
Bums and On the Road.” Not a
bad bit of lyricism riding the
charts next to the adolescent
corn of Lover Boy and
Foreigner.
But lyrics never created the
appeal of Van Morrison. It has
always been his music which
creates the energy behind his

songs, and it is no different on
his latest LP. Morrison's
vocals, strong as ever, and his
backing band (including Dire
Straight’s Mark Knopfler) com
bine to continue Van-the Man's
heritage as one of the major
figures in the rock world.
Beautiful Vision may be just
another
Van
M orrison
album—without any major in
novations or exciting evolu
tions—but to Van’s fans, that
fact is music to the ears.
Ed. Note: The album reviewed
in this article was donated by
Beggar’s Tune.
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F e a tu r e s
. . w e a k s c r ip t in g m a r s n e w f ilm s
by Jeff Wisser
Movies have been very, very
good to John Steinbeck, and
vice versa. Hollywood has
handled his novels, such as The
Grapes of Wrath, Of Mice and
Men and East of Eden with
great affection, which has en
sured sensitive, intelligent end
results.
David S. Ward’s new adapta
tion of Cannery How, however,
bucks this tradition doing a ma
jor disservice to both Steinbeck
and the film audience. Based on
both Cannery Row and the less
well know Sweet Thursday, this
new motion picture takes what
might have been a relatively
substantial cinematic meal and
turns it into mush.
It would seem that Ward
knew better. In his last screen
effort as filmwright of The
Sting, the writer cum director
presented cinematic fluff, but
the fluff was charming and
believable. The Sting may not
have been the most cerebral of
films, but it triumphed as un
pretentious, innocent fun.
Behind the camera here,
though, he presents fluff with
little charm and less believability.
Ward's latest film stands as
an awkward attempt to draw in
dedicated lovers of such
mindless slapstick/screwball
comedies as Stripes, Caddyshack, Modern Problems and
The Blues Brothers. He has
reduced Steinbeck’s affec
tionate stories of the hobos and
hookers populating 1930s
Monterey, California through
superfluous sight gags and a
tiresome love story.
The love story involves
Doc(Nick Nolte) a marine
biologist and former major
league pitcher, and Susie
(Deborah Winger), a reluctant
hooker-with-a-heart-of-gold.
Tossed together with the local
bums and floosies, the two take
several fleeting stabs at
romance.
Unfortunately, none of this is
particularly moving or even
very interesting.
Nolte, however, makes a
valiant attempt to retrieve an
irretrievable script. The actor
has risen from obscurity by

looking good in generally un
distinguished fims. In The
Deep, Who’ll Stop the Rain,
North Dallas Forty, and again
in this film, he is able to create a
hybrid of the ‘good old boy,’ the
charisma of a Clark Gable, and
the vulnerable toughness of a
James Dean or John Garfield.
While he may not have the pure
film acting ability of, say, the
early Olivier, he does have a
strong and sensitive screen
presence, one which draws us
into even the most routine
story. His subtly understated
performance in Cannery Row is
no exception, and adds a touch
of class to what is otherwise a
cacophony of sour notes.
Chief among the sour notes is
the uneven performance of
Deborah Winger. Last seen as
John Travolta’s love interest in
Urban Cowboy, Winger has yet
to establish herself as a screen
talent. While she may still do
exactly that, her work here is
spotty at best.
Audra Lindley as Fauna, the
brothel boss of Cannery Row is
also annoying. Formerly the
landlord’s wife on television’s
Three’8 Company, Lindley is an
utter nuisance here.
There are, however, a few
redeeming qualities to Cannery
row. The cinematography by
Sven
N y k v is t,
In g m a r
Bergman’s cameraman, is
nothing short of gorgeous. His
well-developed eye for subject
matter gives this film’s ocean
side scenery a life of its own.
The art direction here is
equally laudable. Ward has had
an entire MGM soundstage
resurrected for this film and the
set adds a wonderfully ethereal
dimension to the on screen pro
ceedings.
John Huston’s voice-over
narration also gives the film a
badly needed shot in the arm.
“ Politicians, ugly buildings and
whores all get respectable if
they’re around long enough,"
stated Huston at one point in
Chinatown. Well, Huston,
director of the Maltese Falcon
and The African Queen has
been around for quite a while,
and his gravelly draw is a
perfect choice for Cannery Row.

T h e
L a w r e n t ia n
N e x t W e e k : M o r a n o n D in t e n f a s s

W e d n e s d a y N ig h t is It a l i a n N ig h t!
5:00 -10:00 p.m.
• G ood Food
• G o o d D r in k s

GOOD
COMPANY
L A S A G N A ............................................................ * 4 . 5 9
C H IC K F N IT A L IA N O .................................... * 4 . 7 9
S P A G H E T T I > u t o « o w .............................. ‘ 3 . 4 9
S a la d a n d G a rlic B re a d In c u d e d

But these components fall far
short of pulling Cannery Row

wealth of legitimate film
material into such small bite
sized chunks that the final pro
duct has the texture and taste
of pablum.

Wisser's Picks
On Golden Pond
G o ld e n P o n d is

about
Chelsea, her parents, and her step
son, growing up in and on the pond.
It is a film about separation and
reconciliation; a film about fear and
overcoming fear with love.
On

Border

Set in El Paso, Texas, Ton\
Richardson's Border tells the story
of Charlie, a border guard caught
between a barren wasteland and a
barren wasteland. Featuring Jack
Nicholson's most powerful perfor
mance since Chinatown.
Chariots of Fire

A return to the fine British
cinema of days gone by, this feature
juxtaposes the values of two
British track runners, one Jewish
and one Christian. Inspired
without sinking into didacticism or
becoming a potboiler.
Reds

out of the mire of mediocrity.
Ward has painted himself into
an inescapable corner by
transforming lightweight and
lovable fiction into cheap

played for every low budget
laugh available.
David S. Ward has chopped
John Steinbeck, a writer who
has given Hollywood a great

The lives of John Reed and
Louise Bryant played out against
the awesome scope of the Russian
revolution. Featuring an affec
tionate performance by Warren
Beatt\.

(Eonturtations
by Stacey Schmeidel
Spring has finally sprung,
and now that you’re all ready to
spend time outdoors soaking up
those luscious rays, the Conser
vatory presents a full calendar
of recitals and concerts.
The excitement begins with
tonight’s Artist Series concert
in the Chapel at 8:00. Lawrence
graduates Dale D uesing,
baritone,
and
Robert
McDonald, pianist, will be
featured in tonight’s program.
The program was unavailable
at press time; however, this is
sure to be an outstanding even
ing of music by two outstan
ding young artists. Tickets are
still available at the box office.
Sunday night will bring per
formances by not one, but two
of Lawrence’s large ensembles
when the L.U. Wind Ensemble
and the L.U. Symphony Or
chestra join forces to present
their first major concert of se
cond term. Just back from their
whirlwind tour of Three Rivers,
the Wind Ensemble, directed
by Robert Levy will present
works by Hartley, Prokofiev,
and the premiere of a work by
John Harmon. Following inter
mission, percussionist, jazz
history instructor, and allaround good guy Herbert T.

Spring!
T ake h e a rt,
It w o n ’t b e
lo n g n o w
L e t is s h o w y o u
th e c o m fo r t o f c o t 
to n . N e w S p rin g
s ty le s fo r m e n a n d
w om en arriving
d a ily . S to p In —
PS.

BIGSALE CONTINUES!
H a r d ly E v e r
217 F. College Av<- . Appleton

3 2 1 E. College A v c . - N ext to C a m p u s

burlesque film humor. He has
turned essentially noble
characters into ludicrous
character ‘types’ who are

731-2805

Hardt will join conductor epic presentation of Benjamin
Carlton McCreery and the L.U. Britten's Six Metamorphoses
Symphony Orchestra to per After Ovid. And now, for
form Erb’s Concerto for Solo something completely d if
Percussionist. This contem ferent—Lucie Roberts’ Sonata
porary work features a for Alto Sax and Piano as per
veritable wealth of percussion, formed by Tim Tsukiama and
instruments and some in Barb Lee. Flutist Caroline
teresting effects, not only by Eastburn (again) accompanied
the soloist, but also by by Terry Olsen, will then pre
members of the orchestra. sent two movements from the
Come hear John Schmidtke Concerto No. 2 in D by Mozart.
play his trumpet backwards! Stacey Schmeidel and Laura
Come see Cindy Wanish shake Van Nostrand will close the pro
her oboe keys! The orchestra gram with the third movement
will close the program with of the all too familiar Boccherini
Harry Janos by Kodaly. The Bb Cello Concerto. The recital
fun begins Sunday at 8:00 in begins Tuesday at 11:10 in
Harper Hall--don’t miss it!
the Chapel.
All those who aren’t "running
Soprano Marilyn Fisher and
pianist Gigi Plautz will present out” with the jazz band Thurs
the first concert of the month of day night should be sure to at
March (gasp!) Monday night at tend the student recital of tenor
8:00 in Harper Hall. Miss Randy Hicks and flutist Terri
Fisher, accompanied by pianist Sundberg. Mr. Hicks, accom
Laura Van Nostrand, will open panied by Mari Taniuguchi,
the program with Lusinghe piu piano, will open the program
care by Handel. Miss Plautz with three pieces by Caesar
will then present Haydn's An Franck. Miss Sundberg,
dante Variationen, which will assisted by Marty “Mr. Earbe followed by three songs’ by training’’ Butorac, harpsicord,
Brahms as performed by Miss and Frank “Out on a Limb’’
Fisher and pianists Laura Van McKinster,'' cello, will then per
Nostrand and Kate Bublitz. form the Sonata in e minor by
Following intermission, Miss Bach. Mr. Hicks and Miss
Fisher and Miss Van Nostrand Taniguchi will then present
will perform four airs by songs by John Jacob Niles and
Poulenc, which will be followed Peter Warlock. Miss Sundberg
by Miss Plautz’s presentation will continue the program with
of five pieces by Claude works by Debussy and Ibert,
Debussy. Miss Fisher and Miss which will be followed by Mr.
Plautz will close the program Hicks’ performance four songs
with It’s So Peaceful in the by Brahms. Miss Sundberg and
Country, A Child is Born, and pianist Linda Suhling will close
I’ll be Around by Alec Wilder. the program with Carmen FanThe general student recital taisie by Borne. This promises
was so sorely missed last week to be an excellent recital—it
that this week’s recital features starts Thursday at 8:00 in
a full program. Pianist Tami Harper Hall.
Humblest and most sincere
Jahn will open the program
with Ravel’s Oiseaux Tristes apologies are extended to the
which will be followed by one members of the L.U. Jazz Lab
movement of Franck’s Sonata Band, whose concert I failed to
for Flute and Piano as perform mention in last week’s article.
ed by Ruth Washington and (I’m really sorry, Mark. Did I
Connie Grabow. Oboist Cindy do better this week? Am I
Wanish will then continue her forgiven?)
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One of the purposes of this week’s lead story was to
spur and promote student participation in the arts at
Lawrence. We encourage you to take in the many student
shows; to observe the permanent collection; to take classes
in drawing and art history and to study our culture through
its great visual artistic tradition. And to show how firmly
we support this position, we have provided this lovely space
in which you can express yourself, explore the deeper realms
of your own aesthetic capabilities and maybe doodle a little.

L e t t e r s _ _ _________
Why mommy can ’t read
ed. note: One of the functions of a student newspaper is to involve the student community.
We've tried. We've really tried. When there was no self-motivated response we did everything
within our editorial power to elicit some sort of reader response; we've misquoted people, we ve
put misleading and unfair headlines on articles; we ve gratuitously insulted innocent in
dividuals; belittled all of our subject matter through frivolous captions and kickers and
deliberately distorted and misrepresented any substantive information which has come our way.
But try as we may, we just couldn't get any sort of active participation from our readership. So
we went to the source—your parents. By cleverly declining to mail the past five issues of The
Lawrentian we have compliled a raft of vile and nasty hate mail, denouncing our irresponsibility
and lack of organization. So here it is—a letter from the folks. After all, this is what we're here
for.
accept the fact that they usual subscriber and we think you
Dear People:
Quite some time ago (for ly arrived at least three weeks put out a fine paper!
Please mail it to us, will you?
those of you who insist on ac after their original date of
Sincerely,
curacy, it was September 15, publication. I am not able to ac
Anne
and
David
Moore
cept
the
fact
that
now
the
god
1981), I sent you a check for
nine dollars. This amount was damned things are not arriving
to have been enough to cover a at all.
Dear Son,
Is this Mar’s latest ploy to
full year’s subscription to the
What’s the matter? What
save money or what?
Lawrentian.
have we done to make you so
Sincerely,
I ’ll bet you know what’s com
angry? We accepted your not
- T IM BUCKINGHAM,
ing next, don’t you? The most
writing years ago, but this sud
Drop-out
recent Lawrentian I have from
den withholding of the Lawren
you is dated November 20, Dear Lawrentian,
tian is very distressing to us.
I have not received a single
1981. This means th a t
Now you’ve always been very
somewhere in your incredibly issue of your newspaper since self-willed, you know that. But
cluttered office (yes, I ’ve seen Christmas vacation.
when Dad says no car for
HELP! I miss it!
it) there are several address
graduation he means it. You’ll
Mary K. Rosene just have to live with the deci
stickers with my name on them.
These address stickers belong Dear Lawrentian;
sion.
on copies of the Lawrentian
Son, are you really editor of
that should have been mailed a
This is a letter from a disap The Lawrentian? You weren't
long time ago. The Postal Ser pointed subscriber! No, on se just saying that, were you?
vice can be slow, but not that cond thought consider me an
Now, if you were just pulling
slow, so I ’m pretty sure that angry subscriber! We subscrib our leg I ’ll be so angry.
the fault lies with you.
ed to your newspaper last sum Goodness, if the Women's Aux
I realize that putting out the mer, and we’re just not receiv iliary were to find out that
Lawrentian while carrying a ing the paper! The few issues you’d been spoofing us all along
full course load is difficult at we have received were so late-- in order to cover up for bad
best, but slapping pre-gummed weeks after they were printed.
grades, well, I'll just be mor
address stickers on old
Please--we
subscribed
tified.
newspapers is the kind of work because we want to read the
Or is it a woman? Drugs? Oh,
that can be done by even the campus issues. Our daughter wait until you have children.
most severely over-indulgent Katie, tells us a lot about her But please, darling, please,
Phi-Delt-Partygoer on a Sun life at Lawrence, and the paper send our back issues. Take care
day morning.
helps us to know and unders of yourself, now.
When I first began getting tand the happenings that go
Ix>ve,
my copies of the Lawrentian along with being a student.
Mrs. J.T. Moran
through the mail, I was able to
This is our second year as a
Barrington, Illinois

O p in io n
Alexander: less than great

In D e b t ............................................................................. Terry Moran
M ind Elsewhere................................................................. Rick Moser
Sick of it a l l ........................................................................Dave Weber
On Terry’s T u r f. . . „....................................................... Tony H urtig
On-The-Job-Training..................................................... K athy Doyle
T hank you, to o ....................................................................... J.B . Rees
No R e g re ts ..................................................................... Dave Lawson
Seven Year Itc h ............................................................. Dave Blowers
Too H y p e r ....................................................................... H ugh Dellios
Peacefully R e s tin g ......................................................... Tom Skinner
Finger c r a m p s ............................................................. AmyTeschner
Pretty P ic tu re s ........................................................... Cindy Johnson
Starry-eyed......................................................................... Fred Bartol
Penny P in c h e rs............................Nancy Prussing, Lynn Freiburg
Reporters................Paul Bergen. Bob Weatherall, Am adou Cara,
D avid Arnosti, Andrea Panda/.i, Geno Boyle, Jill Manuel, Joh n
Landis, Andrew Hazucha, Ben Neumann, Peter Seckman, Jeff
Wisser, J im Cheng, Em ily Lynch, Larry Leporte, Stacy Schmeidel, Ted Franti, Derrick Dewalt, Sam m y Levin, Kate Spath,
Laurie Hovell, Je ff Bissell.

At the risk of bludgeoning
the gym question into un
consciousness, I have to give
my unqualified opinion before
the issue is put to rest and
forgotten. Though a new recrea
tional facility is only a distant
reality, a more immediate pro
blem faces the recreational and
intermural needs of our cam
pus.
Old Alexander, the once
beautiful monolithic structure
prominently overlooking the
Fox River, was, in its prime, the
gem of the midwest. Built in
1925 at a cost of $300,000 the
new gym combined the best
features of the other facilities
prevalent in the midwest at
that ime.
In this day of specialization,
however, when every sport has
its own “complex,” Alexander
remains the modest home for
most of Lawrence’s athletics.
Alexander Gymnasium is uni
que in its proud tradition, and
unpretentious in its past glory,
for it is truly representative of a
liberal arts institution. A gym
that symbolizes sports as an en
joyable pursuit, not as a
bigtime money-making con
sideration. For nearly 60 years

the spirit of athletics instilled in
its foundation is still going
strong. Alexander’s physical
condition, however, is lagging
woefully far behind contem
porary structures.
The once proud building is
suffering from the wear and
tear of time and neglect: the
gym floor is in desperate need
of replacement; the pool is anti
quated and non-competitive,
and both men’s and women’s
locker rooms are in poor condi
tion. The list continues.
The administration is not
blind to the Alexander predica
ment, and is the first to admit
its poor condition. However, in
this time of fiscal restraint and
prudent budgeting, the major
needs of Alexander cannot be
met. The gym’s salvation is
c o n tin ge n t on only one
thing—money. And Lawrence
simply does not have the fun
ding. The capitol fund drive,
scheduled to kick off next year,
will first meet the academic
needs of the university, and
then turn to the question of
recreational facilities.
The renovation of the gym
nasium is not an athletic issue,
nor is it, necessarily a student

issue--rather it is an issue en
compassing the administration,
the alumni and students alike.
Alexander’s poor condition
reflects the neglect of the
university. Whether the neglect
is justified or not, the decaying
perception which surrounds
Alexander is a problem in itself.
The students have stoically put
up with conditions in the past
and will do so in the future with
little complaint but can the ad
ministration and alumni be pro
ud of Alexander? And will bold
steps be taken to repair Alex
ander, returning it to the status
of a first rate facility? The
answer is a hesitant “yes.”
Though the plans are tentative,
renovation will occur. This is
the time to place Alexander as
the top priority of the decade
and to set the idea of a commit
ment into stone.
J.B. Rees

SHARE
TH E COST
O F U V M G i

Give to the
»
American Cancer Society

This space contributed as a public service
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TO A L L P E R S O N A L submit-,
tin g Lawrentians: This is it. This is
the last week th a t I will accept un
typed personals to be p u t in the
paper. I t sim ply takes too m uch of
my tim e to type them myself. I ’m
tired and I'm not going to take it
anymore.
Amy Teschner
____
_____ Lawrentian typist
TO B R O O K IN L O N D O N - H a p py B irth day to the British B irth
day w om an!!! W e Miss Y o u!!!

Hutch and Buzz
B U T C H —W h a t's it like out there
at 6:00?_________________________
O D Y - JA Y —A ndiam o road trip
(if we survive un til M arch 19)!!!
____________
R is-kay
S P Y 0042—"V ie w ” needs back
row seat.__________________ Spy 0034
Ralph: Knock, knock
Buzz: W h o ’s there?
Ralph: I t ’s me. Ralph!
Buzz: Hey Butch, get the waste
ba s k e tq u ic k !_______________________
" I T ’S S P E C IA L and I w ant it to
la s t ." ___________________ —The Rose
"O .K . I w on't look. Does th a t
help ?"_______________________________
D U E TO B A B Y
POW DER
R A ID , Lisa M cL arty will be resor
tin g to G ood W ill Ind. instead of
Classics-n-Collectables. The G A N G
condones her non preppy-ness.
Poor lil cupie doll! W h a t will she do
w ithout her blue Flvan Picone
blazar..._____________________________
C L IF F R .—Could I have about
300 8x10 autographed pictures of
you in your running shorts? I want
to wallpaper my room with them.
_____________________ Love, Smegly
W h a t do all have in common?
a. Steven J u d y
b. Louis X V I '
c. The Icem an
d. Salem "w itch es”
e. Jo a n of Arc

—Trever Mourner
L I D O —Let's get together and
have a few S N O R T S sometime!
Keep yuckin!___
_______ u.r. GR8
W ho doesn’t fit:
a. Lady D i
b. Jackie Onasis
c. Mrs. Jac ly n S m ith
d. Karen W agner
e. F'arrah Faucett M ajors
f. Valerie Bertanelli Van Halen
— B u t not for long!
_______
___________________ G.L.
N IN A — Are you seeing a n y 
one now ? Please answ er next
issue!
Mo
B A N G ! — A n d he’s off...F'aster
than any quadropolegic racer, able
to leap m ost high hurdles in a
single bound, more powerful than a
stretched finish line tape, look at
th o s e le g s !
I t ’s a w o u n d e d
kangaroo, i t ’s a giant frog on acid,
i t ’s a wild sesquach in heat...No!
I t ’s Cliff rtohadfox our hero, com
ing to save the L.U. track team!

grazed C.R. Fan
C L O S E T Q U E E N S — C lo s e t
Queens are our people hiding in
Plato's legendary cave afraid to
step into the light. W e cannot ex
pect them to "com e o u t" unless
those who are strongest make the
way safer for those who are too sen
sitive. Closet Queens need someone
to bleed on, and Honey, tell them
they can bleed on us!_________
M ARCI
T R A P P - L arry
Schlongley and I miss you. Big kiss
moi. will be th in k in g of you tom or
row.
—Mari Eager
K .J. — H a p p y B irth d a y ! Hope
you d on ’t get “ s tu n g " again. I'll be
once was more than enough. Be
<¡ireful._____________ a loving sister
G IL L Y G e t psyched for S atu r
day. I hope y o u ’re as ready as your
big sis to have fun.__________
SC R IG , scrag, scrog! W ho said
that??? _
R E M E M B E R to wish K arin
"C ra s h ” Jensen a happy B irthday
-on Sunday, February 28.
BERN AUDI
I co uldn 't be hap
pier th a t y o u ’re my big sis. Love
ya.
_____________ _______
H A P P Y B IR T H D A Y U G L Y !!!
Cruise D roids and Suck Face.

Madge
MH
H E IL S H O R N : The pro*
bability of you being F'at.her Eggen's favorite republican is nill. As
daughter Eggen I presume I hold
the honor. Settle for the runner up.
____ _________________
— Eager
S E C O N D F L O O R T R E V E R 'S
, D .G ’s, have a blast tomorrow-pre
party a t 2:00 in room 208.
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M A R Y —A roommates car with
____ Love CB
no keys is perfect.
K A T H Y —D o you always keep a
diary on everything!
Love CB

Campas in Briefs

J O A N N E —M ay your life be fill
ed with lime-green showers and
Love, CB
tissue paper rainbows.
E V E N T H O U G H Gregg Mierow’s
"over-the-hill” now-22! (H appy,
merry, once again) H e ’s still worth
seeing in Sam uel Beckett’s Theatre
I I . Com ing soon to Stansbury
Theatre.
W H A T 7 D O S U I C I D E , th e
A B C ’s, a birdcage, and flickering
lights have in common? They make
up aspects of B eckett’s Theatre I I
you'll have to see to believe!!!
Thursday, M arch 11 and Friday,
March 12. S ta n sbury Theatre.
L IZ & S H A R O N —Have a wild
an d w onderful tim e S a tu rd a y
night, b ut take it easy on the
W A H O O !!!
A Drinking Buddy
H E Y M A R G O —Y o u ’re really ug
ly. L e t’s have a great time tom or
row! I ’m glad everything is cleared
up.__________________
—Eager
DF’ A R H U E Y —Hope you have a
great tim e at pledge formal. Maybe
your date will be watching Love
Boat re-runs. L e t’s hope! B ig Kiss
Moi.______ _
Your Big Sis Leonard
D E A R R O O M I E —T om orrow ’s
going to be a blast! Do you want to
go to bed with me? B ig kiss moi.
___________________________ —Eager
C A M P IN G is not a spectator
spor t . __________ —Thanx Bobbysue
F E E T are so much fun. They're
better th an hands. Feet are so
p r im a l.________________ —Kathysue
B E N ’S bear brought bunnies
back bitterly, because both broke,
(apparently real words of wisdom?]
P.S. Voulez-vous couchez avec
moi, ce soir? H i Phi love, your secret
sis._____________________ ____________
G I L L I S — O in k ,
Next anim al please!

moo,

meow.

—Rowboat

W A L L Y B E A R I'm so glad
th a t you're my big sis. How about a
rendezvous, real soon, at the Pac
M an machine? Theta love, your lit
tle sis.________________________
H IF ^L S H O R N —It's an all-star
Love Boat on S aturday night.

LUCC COMMMITTEE
ON COMMITTEES

W h at would P resident
Richard Warch say in his final
lecture to the Lawrence com
munity? Mr. Warch will reveal
just that on March 4 at 6:30
p.m. in Main Hall 109, when he
presents the first in a series of
“Last Chance” lectures spon
sored by Mortar Board, the
Senior Honor Society.
Mr. Warch will speak for ap
proximately thirty minutes on
a topic of his own choosing as
though he were making his par
ting remarks to the Lawrence
community.
Mortar Board hopes to give a
similar opporutunity to many
other Lawrence professors and
administrators. Dr. La Marca
will speak on March 11. Other
speakers will be announced as
the series continues into the
third term.
H A P P Y B IR F D A Y N O M I. I'm
w orking real hard on your "anniversaire: crayola com position
jeuvenile" M aybe I ’ll even get the
S ’s right ju s t for you. I ’m glad
...ames
you ’re m y friend.________
KELLER,
BURJSJ,
W E L L S —Reunion of the 940 club?
How can we not? A t least in
memory of Trouper and Rudy.
________________________ —Schwartz
S C H M U C K —H ave you heard
thenews? Every girl's dream is to
make your top ten. Too bad all the
sorority girls were ju s t too shy to
ask you. Pleeze d o n ’t hold it
a g a in s t us. W e ’re a n x io u s ly
aw aitin g your final decision;_______
G O D IS NATURF} and nature is
substance and substance is Bock
Beer.
—Benedict (Baruch) Dreher

D R E H E R IS D E A D .
God
P O O H —One chuck in the room
J . You better be good third term
at a time from now on, O .K .?
and nice for the rest of this one.
____________ — Your loving room ate
How else are you going to get home
TO " A C R O S S ” from “ over”, I
from the airport? Where will you
hope you have a super birthday.
spend T hanksgiving and your bir
Freshmen Sem inar Love,
KUT
thday? I'm counting on some fun.
—
Your one and only (at least D ID Y O U L O S E a pair of
sunglasses? I found a pair resting
/ 'd better be)purplemarker
HAPPY B-DAY Karen.
Eager on my car in P lantz Hall parking
lot. The frames are shades of rose,
O U R G A Y S O U L S have nearly
the case is white and has a rainbow
been stomped to death in th at
o n jt. To claim call Linda, ext. 6870.
desert called America. If we are to
H A P P Y B IR T H D A Y to our
bloom, we can only do it together. I
dearest G N O M E . Is your nose still
need you brother, because brother,
running? If it is better catch it.
you are all I have.

Mister Rogers Friendly

A: I could use a chick.
B: F^veryone needs a chick.
C: N ot Charles.
D: I heard that. I t isn't ju s t
Charles th a t doesn't need a chick.
There are 13 million others and
there are 9 million women th a t
d on't need men and th at makes 22
million of us th at d on ’t need any of
you.
B R O T H E R S A N D S IS T E R S !
Show your G ay Pride! Lawrence
will be the best, most supportive
and safest place in your life to come
out. W e need each other. W hat
shall we do about it?
W A N T E D - 6'2". 180 lb. male
w ith blonde hair, blue eyes, dark
skin and "d rea m y " looks? Call Lise
at 6870.
B U C K W H E A T - I love you dear
ly and wish you and the rest of the
Rascals the wildest of weekends!
___________________ Spa nky
W E L O V E YO U John. Huey and
Leonard.
(Your favorite

republicans)
B R U C E L E S IJ E - S in c e you've
never got ten a personal before, here
is one. 1 told you. I d do it.
BEA-CH1N up about tomorrow!
J u s t get wasted. Big kiss moi

Navyblue

GET R EA D Y
Lisa B erry's
19th birthday is on the horizon.

TO THE DWEEB with the " i" .
Have a great birthday! You are a
special person to me and I 11 always
care about you very much. Don't
party too much on your day
_______

Aloha, RaMMy

W H E R E IN one cannot remain
silent, therein one m ust speak.

Boardman
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_____________•_______ Neighborhood
L E S T O IL —Now th a t basketball
is over you will have time for all of
your men. Now you can play with
all those soft balls.
???
A N N E T A Y L O R —H appy B irth 
day! W e miss you. D o n ’t forget to
collect your birthday shots next
term. ok?
Your Theta Sisters
A N IS E —A special wish for suc
cess.
— Toad
L E O N A R D —M am m a Huey goes
to church, deposits money and
thinks alcoholism is a vice. B ut
what does she know anyway?

Huey from FVT
B.S. I t ’s you-know-what week!
Only y o u ’re the one with correct
change.__________ exterminated
H E Y R O W B O A T — I know
you're ju s t a d um b debutante, but
I th ought at least you could spell!

BEV, W E L L S , F,AGP"R, watch
for Saturday night.
M R H E IL S H O R N - Did you
really resign because of a broken
love affair?
A concerned
constituent
THF7PAS Get ready for the an
nual IC E C R E A M S N A R F ! 6:00
Sunday night. Orm sbv Parking lot
is the starting line.
K E L L E Y G R E E N 1 say you
can lose th a t date in 5 minutes. Bea
says 4. Lose th at date!!!
Love va,

navy blue

SHARON ROESELER 1 want
your pledge formal date. W anna
trade? From a D.G. sister

TO THE DOME8TIC servant:
give it Up!
D.lll III VVhere HftVt 1
Where h a w you been'.'

Lucc Com m ittee on Comm ittees
has, due to a pronounced lack of
response, extended the deadline for
applications for next year's Pro
gram Council leaders. These com 
mittees include Special Events,
Films, Coffeehouse, M u lticultural
Affairs, and Performing A rts C o un
cil. The responsibilities are in
teresting and diverse. I f you are at
all interested, talk to your LU C C
representative or pick up an ap
plication at the L U C C office.

VANITIES
O n M arch 4th, 5th and 6th, the
Lawrence Theatre-Drama D epart
ment, will be presenting Vanities
by Ja c k Heifner. Performances will
be presented in the Cloak Theatre
at 8 p.m . No admission. The pro
d u c tio n w hich features Betsy
McNeely, A ngie Sm ithm ier, and
Karen W agner, is directed by J ill
Kaar, w ith costumes designed by
Ms. M ary Swanson and lig h tin g
designed b y Mr. C raig McKenzie.
Again, no admission will be charg
ed.

SPRING TERM
COURSE CHANGES
S tud ents are encouraged to make

Spring Term course changes prior
to the 9th week of classes (M arch
5).

SEELEY G. MUDD LIBRARY
Speed registration by clearning
all library fines before M arch 20.
R eturn all books as soon as possi
ble before M arch 20. B ooks
stam ped M arch 10 will not be fined
u n til M arch 20.

BIG DEAL
Ronald J . Mason, professor of an
thropology at Lawrence U niversi
ty, recently chaired a panel in
W ashington, D .C., th a t screened
graduate fellowship applications to
the N ational Science Foundation.
Members of the panels were
chosen by the N ational Research
C o u n c il- N a tio n a l A c a d e m y of
Sciences. The panel M ason chaired
dealt w ith all m inority-student
g r a d u a te a p p lic a tio n s in a n 
thropology, sociology, archaeology
and linguistics.
O f the 100 scientists from a p
proximately 80 colleges and univer
sities from th ro ug ho ut the U nited
S ta te s , M a so n was th e o nly
representative of a private, fouryear undergraduate institution. He
reported th at Lawrence is highly
regarded in the N ational Academ y
of Sciences.

Concert Coming

Music in winter
The Lawrence University
Wind Ensemble and Symphony
Orchestra will combine their
talents for a concert which will
include the premier of a piece
by John Harmon on Sunday,
February 28, at 8 p.m. in the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
The public is invited to this
free concert.
Harmon, a 1957 graduate of
Lawrence, is a nationally
renowned composer who makes
his home in Winneconne.
“Kelderack and Melathys” was
written by Harmon last year
and is based upon the two prin
cipal characters in Richard
A dam s’
epic
novel,
“Shardik.’’It was commission
ed by Hartnell College in
California but will be given its
first public performance on
Sunday evening. Robert Levy,
associate professor of music, is
conductor of the Wind Ensem
ble.

The other Wind Ensemble
selections are by Serge Prokofiew, Henry Cowell, Allan
Blank, and Walter Hartley.
Cowell is an innovator of
modern music and is a contem
porary of Charles Ives. Blank
based his work, “ Kreutzer
March,” on a Beethoven violin
sonata.
The second half of the even
ing's music will be performed
by the Lawrence University
Symphony Orchestra. “Concer
to for Solo Percussionist and
Orchestra” by Donald Erb will
be played by guest soloist
Herbert Hardt, assistant pro
fessor of music at Lawrence.
Erb, according to Carlton McCreery, conductor of the Sym
phony Orchestra, “ is an
outstanding and recognized
American composer. His piece
is complicated and requires
much equipment on stage.
Herbert Hardt plays this work
very well, very beautifully.”
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Journeyman Skoog on the ice once more
%

Hockey team. His hair pulled
into a pony tail in a manner of
simple convenience, a blue and
red
wool
hat
perched
precariously on his head, and
watching the game through
crooked reading glasses, Skoog
does not look the part of a col
lege hockey player. There are
few college teams, those which
take hockey seriously, which
would tolerate Skoog. He rarely
goes to practice, and when he
does he rarely is obedient to the
coach. One excuse, however in
accurate, goes something like,
“ In my mind, athletics comes
after academics. Being at
Lawrence and spending $8,000
for the privilege, we cannot
practice to such an extent as to
impinge on our studies.” He in
sists on wearing the oldest
jersey on the team, a greying
JO E SKOOG and friend.
mockery of a uniform which fits
During the spring of his
over 2,000 miles from home, like a cheap, leotard across his
senior year at BloomingtonSkoog decided that it was pro wiry frame. Actually Skoog is a
Jefferson High School, south of bably wise to return soon to good hockey player. One of the
Minneapolis, Skoog was struck
fin is h
the business of most graceful skaters on the
team, his character off the ice
by a particularly serious
graduating from “B.J. High.”
restlessness he had to find a
Most of his life has been contrasts his aggression on it.
release for. When Easter vaca spent in Bloomington, but He frustrates opponents with
tion arrived, he walked out to
Skoog spent many months liv his ability to avoid being hit,
the nearest highway south and
ing in Italy, during the years even in the comers. Tonight he
without destination in mind,
marked by the revolution in has played only briefly in the
held out his thumb.
Iran, in a town “populated by first period. He was waiting for
He found a ride which carried
more Iranians than Italians.” Fallon to replace him, for his
him to Wichita Falls, where he Not feeling p a rtic u la rly ankle was bothering him. But
spent some days with an old domestic, nor neighborly, Jeff Fallon had been hopelessly lost
man he had met, a homosexual
took to exploring the country. until well into the first period.
holding his own against senility
He "borrowed” his father’s car Skoog was not surprised to see
with whom Jeff “got along fine and travelled indiscriminantly Fallon appear red-eyed and late.
In his room in Trever, Skoog
with as soon as we reached an
throughout Italy. But his
understanding."
father, he says, did not trust
Soon Jeff was moving south
him with the car, so once again
again, and within two days was Jeff walked out onto the road
standing on a
hot dusty,
and put out his thumb.
desolate roadside in southwest
It is midnight at the DePere
Texas. A car pulled up and Jeff
Ice Recreational Facility, and
by Heidi Berres
climbed in. In the company of Skoog stands alone at the end
Going
into their last four
the amateur Welter Weight of the visitor’s bench which on
games, the women’s basketball
Champion of Texas and a this night holds the Lawrence
team held an outstanding 9-2
Doberman Pincher of a shyness
record. Their season is now
uncharacteristic of the species,
over; they finished third in the
WIC-WAC Conference just
missing a chance for a spot in
the divisional playoffs. The
season ended quickly and with
bitter disappointment as the
on
the
verge
of
passing
out
him
on
his
back
for
a
pin
in
1
by Brian Smigelski
women managed only one vic
from
exhaustion,
the
match
The Lawrence wrestling team min. 39 sec.
tory in four games.
continued
with
Grogan
losing
a
The
scene
was
set
for
the
suffered its greatest disap
The Vikettes ensued their
pointment of the year at the culminating match of the semi heartbreaking 4-1 decision to
third loss of the season to the
the
e
ventual
conference
final
round.
The
Dancing
Bear
Midwestern Conference Wrestl
ever green and yellow knights
ing Tournament held at Alex versus the anthropological champs.
of St. Norbert. St. Norbert’s in
By
beating
two
other
op
wonder
known
as
Craig
ander Gymnasium last Satur
tense full-court press swept the
day when co-captain and Koehrsen. After going at it ponents in the wrettlebacks,
Vikettes off their feet after a
Pat
finished
third
and
qualified
hard
for
three
minutes
neither
heavyweight Pat Grogan failed
tough
tied up first half. The
for
the
chance
to
wrestle
the
se
to qualify for the NCAA Divi wrestler was able to get a take
press caused numerous turn
cond
place
finisher,
Brown
from
down.
With
the
score
at
0-0,
sion III National Wrestling
overs by the Vikettes and
Tournament in New York. Pat, Koehrsen scored 1 point after Coe. With Grogan in control the
allowed the Women with green
entire
match,
he
defeated
escaping
from
Grogan’s
grasp.
known as the Dancing Bear to
ribbons in their hair to score
his many fans, was seeded only With the score still at 1-0 in the Brown 5-2 and won the chance
most of their second half points
to
receive
one
of
the
six
bids
for
second
period,
Grogan
tied
it
up
fourth in the tournament in
from easy layups. Teresa
spite of a 13-1. His only loss of with a successful stand up nationals voted on by the
Welhoefer was high scorer for
coaches
to
second
place
escape.
Despite
fans
cheering
the season was to the Ape Man
the Vikings with 14 points.
from Cornell at the Ripon two on both wrestlers, neither could finishers.
Forced to win their next three
Politics
stole
from
Pat
his
gain
the
upper
hand
resulting
in
weeks earlier. Knowing he
games to ensure a playoff spot,
would face the first seed in the a tie at the end of regulation goal for this year when Cornell
second round, Pat made short time. After only a minute of and Coe joined Ripon and Mon Lawrence met Lakeland College
for a second time on February
work of his first round oppo rest the overtime started. Pat mouth in voting against a heart
16. The Vikettes played an
broken
Pat.
The
best
they
fought
off
Koehrsen’s
attack
nent by lifting the 240 lb. Mon
outstanding game beating the
mouth heavyweight off his feet but could find no openings in would give the Dancing Bear
Muskies 69-55. This time it was
and gently (of course) placing the Cornell Man’s defense to with a season record of 16-2 was
Lawrence with a second half
counter attack. With both men first alternate for the trip. Pat
surge.
They
outscored
kept his composure and vowed
Lakeland 39 to 26. Season high
to get his revenge next year on
the football field and wrestling scoring by Robin Chapman and
Denise Wills, 23 and 15 respec
mat.
tively gave Lawrence their
Lawrence finished seventh
tenth win of the year.
therefore in a tournament that
turned into a dual meet bet
Pressure, fatigue, lack of con
ween heavily favored Coe and
centration, inconsistancy could
Cornell with the latter winning
probably all be attributed to
by 3 ‘/ 2 points. Monmouth and
Lawrence’s overtime loss to
Chicago did surprisingly well
Ripon last Saturday. Once
finishing fourth and fifth
again the women lost the game
respectively behind Ripon. All
in the second half as they went
three teams were within V/% into the locker room with a nine
points of each other. Knox was
point lead after twenty minutes
in the basement, out of the tour of play. The Ripon Redmen
nament after the first day.
poured in fifteen unanswered
W A S it good for you too?
points at the start of the second

It was a cold clear day in Ap
pleton, and Lawrence's winter
term was several days old, but
Mike Fallon was still in Min
neapolis, stuck there, waiting
for the airport to shake itself
free of the snow of the recent
blizzard. When Republic
Airlines decided it was safe to
fly Mike to Outagamie Interna
tional, he went to the airport,
not realizing a friend would be
waiting for the same plane. Sit
ting in the uncomfortably
plastic departure lounge, Mike
noticed something familiar
about a figure several seats
away, partially obscured by a
post. Perhaps it was the army
surplus pack, or the portable
stereo box. The twinge of
recognition hit Mike as the
lanky person bent over a large
frame pack, and extracted a can
of Top tobacco and some
papers. Jeff Skoog, without
warning, and from parts
unknown, was returning to
Lawrence. For the past three
years, Skoog had extended his
summer break through to
January, and this year was ob
viously no exception. He was in
no particular hurry; and roiitine
and deadlines meant little to
him. This time, however, he in
tended to finish what he’d
begun as a freshman four years
ago, give or take a term.
His angular frame leaning
loosely on the icky bar of the
Viking Room, Jeff Skoog
grasps a carefe of white wine.
“ I t ’s not just for me,” he ex
plains, “ it’s for anybody.” (Fur
ther down the bar a friend
pours a beer, pushing it up to
Skoog’s elbow. “ No,” he says,
turning to her, “ I ’m drinking
wine. I don’t want to mix.”
Gliding easily between and
among numerous incongruous
circles and cliques of Lawrence,
Skoog seems to prefer to posi

tion himself on the periphery of
each, as much observing as par
ticipating. His is an individuali
ty resulting in a freedom from
restrictive social attachment
and habits. He circulates, but
he doesn’t mix.

Skoog crossed the border into
Mexico.
Skoog’s parents were without
a clue to his whereabouts which
was fine with him, for he had
“sort of run away from home.”
A week had past, and being

G r a p p le r s w r a p - u p t o u r n a m e n t

has a five foot square plywood
Santa Claus. Waving from his
sleigh, Santa is a remnant of a
sophomore year in Cooke
House, a year out of a bygone
era at Lawrence when Skoog
lived with (among others) a wild
labrador retriever, a fellow nam
ed Hollywood, and one eccen
tric who promised to leap from
Kohler on graduation, but
never did. There were days of
overindulgence on the por
chway and fire escape, and
celebrations every few nights,
when it was warm, which ended
most often when the sun rose
over the Consolidated Paper
Factory.
At 9:15 in the Viking Room
there are only five people at the
bar and the absurd little stools
are still perched on the tables
and booths. Skoog is one of
those at the bar. Another is
Lyle Minton, who is at the end
of another day sitting silently
in Avenue bars. Skoog still has
his red and blue wool cap on,
which complements Lyle’s
oversized brown hunting hat.
Skoog will talk sporadically
with Lyle; half seriously, half in
jest, but always with interest.
He’d just as soon do that as
anything else, and probably will
for the next three hours, mov
ing to other people when Lyle is
gone, touching down at various
tables talking with various peo
ple, unconcerned with who it is
and what they're discussing or
what he’s supposed to have
done or do in the morning.

Vikettes finish third

half to demolish an entire half
of outstanding play. Suddenly
realizing with 8 minutes left in
the game that the playoff spot
was truly at stake, the Vikettes
rallied back with eight straight
points to regain the lead. Leads
exchanged hands several times
due to hot shooting by
Goldhamer of Lawrence and
Barnes of Ripon. But it all came
down to two clutch free throws
with three seconds left in
regulation time. Robin Chap
man calmly sank both freebies
and sent the game into over
time. However, Ripon jumped
to a quick lead and despite a
great effort by the LU five, the
women lost by one point.
With absolutely nothing to
lose but all confidence and din
ner from Downer, the women
traveled to Two Rivers, WI for
their last game of the season.
They played Silver Lake; the
team who made it to the
playoffs instead of Lawrence.
Whether it was the screaming
sisters of fatigue from jumping
up and down off the stage will
never be determined but the
Vikettes dropped another close
one, 61-56. Freshman Sandi
G oldham er finished her
spuratic season with a fine per
formance scoring 19 points
placing her fourth among the
WIC-WAC scoring leaders.
Senior, Deb Jarzsak who came
on strong in the second half of
the season scored 12 points.
Ix>oking back at the season,
several things can be said. Four
months is a long time to stick
together as a team, moreover be
constantly psyched up for
every contest. However the
women’s basketball team
couldn t have had a winning
season of 10-5 without a con
tinuously outstanding effort by
eight people, especially Regula
Vitt and Leslie Will.

